
Having a baby creates a seismic shift in the priorities and self-image 
of the parents, the mother especially. Even her brain rewires to allow 
the integration of her most precious newcomer. So whether she likes it 
or not, she emerges into motherhood changed at a fundamental level.

Reading and practising the Zen meditation techniques in 
Meditation for Motherhood: Gentle Zen Meditation for Conception, 
Pregnancy and Birth can allow the tectonic plates of our lives to 
move without earthquake damage. The sound information about 
the foetus and baby, the lucid explanation of the relevance and 
techniques of Zen concepts, and the loving energy of Brahm’s 
compassion will give new parents much of what they need to 
embrace and enjoy the event and its aftermath.

My past experience of the concepts and techniques of Zen 
unquestionably changed my life and I use what I learned many 
years ago, still, every day.  We’re all in the school of Life. Zen lets us 
wake up, and listen to the teacher inside us all.

– Dr Howard Chilton MBBS, MRCP(UK) DCH, neonatal paediatrician, 

Prince of Wales Hospital, Royal Hospital for Women, Sydney Children’s 

Hospital, author of the bestseller Baby On Board, The New Baby Book and 

Babies from Top to Bottom.

$ 

Learning Zen meditation with Brahm has really changed my outlook 
on life and my ability to cope with whatever it throws at me during 
difficult times. Meditation for Motherhood: Gentle Zen Meditation for 
Conception, Pregnancy and Birth, far from being another stress- and 
guilt-inducing advice tome for pregnant women, emphasises how 
much we already know, deep inside ourselves, and gives practical tools 
on accessing that reservoir of knowledge, compassion and wisdom.

Brahm’s vast practical experience and insight is hugely valuable 
to me, and I believe it will prove so to readers of this book too – 
whatever stage they’ve reached in the journey of motherhood.

– Hannah James, chief sub-editor, Sunday Telegraph’s Sunday Style magazine 
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An absolutely brilliant book and a must-read for anyone who will 
be experiencing the blessing of childbirth. Brahm has the amazing 
gift of being able to share with those around him the benefits of 
living, breathing and experiencing the joy of the present. Meditation 
for Motherhood: Gentle Zen Meditation for Conception, Pregnancy and 
Birth is the key to enjoying the space that a mother will be in during 
pregnancy – to not let the thoughts of past predicaments or future 
folly cause any interference to the beautiful place that an expectant 
mother should dwell in during this time.

Should you be experiencing pregnancy, then you deserve the 
benefit of Brahm’s careful, measured and thoughtful teachings. This 
book will be your lamp and its pages will illuminate the pathway 
ahead and ensure a peaceful pregnancy. The book is a rich tapestry 
of research and knowledge that Brahm has woven together as a gift 
to those who read it.

– Hap P Hannan, bestselling author of Look Who’s Talking, producer of How 

to Avoid a Charisma Bypass, consultant for ABC-TV’s Strictly Speaking, media 

commentator and public speaking champion

$ 

I wish to express personal gratitude for your new book. I know that 
having such a valuable ‘tool kit’ will not only prove invaluable to me 
as I now prepare for the birth of my second child, but to women around 
the world experiencing any of the stages of the motherhood journey.

I particularly applaud and appreciate your book going beyond 
the classic three trimesters of pregnancy and birth and taking your 
wisdom into the crucial minutes, hours, days and weeks following 
the birth – now so often referred to as the “fourth trimester”. This 
underlines the understanding that the first three months after birth 
are but an extension of life in the womb for the baby.

In this book, you provide a deeply welcome, calming and credible 
alternative for so many mothers who experience a rollercoaster of 
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emotions, which ends in apprehension and confusion as a result 
of today’s almost inevitable bombardment of conflicting advice – 
simply not knowing who or what to believe or trust.

Ultimately, as you perceptively say, the way through this modern 
morass of information is stepping back and trusting one’s innate 
instincts. I know that the calmer and more meditative one is, the 
easier it becomes to tap into and trust such natural intuition. May 
this book bring a greater peacefulness to many during their greatest 
adventure.

– Elvessa Marshall, project coordinator, Cancer Institute of Australia
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For all mothers everywhere, who suffer the difficulties and 

savour the delights of creating and nurturing new lives and 

bestow those tiny innocents with the ultimate gift of being  

able to experience their own existence. Without you all …  

we wouldn’t be here.

And for Karin, just because …
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FOREWORD

Over many years, I have looked after a large number of intelligent, 

resourceful people burdened with anxiety, depression and illnesses 

of many different kinds. Regularly, I have discussed with them the 

benefits of learning meditation. Personal experience has shown me 

that this practice can enhance our ability to quieten the torrent of 

unhelpful thoughts that wear us down and, in turn, allow us to 

experience the richness of living more fully in the present moment. 

Practising to meditate lays the foundation for self-awareness and 

self-mastery, taking the focus of our lives away from the not-

uncommon preoccupation with fears to rediscovering the joys of 

the world in which we live. 

In my medical practice, there was rarely enough time for me to 

teach patients meditation myself. My experiences recommending 

specific meditation classes had met with varied outcomes, some 

not so good, leaving me hesitant to do this. There was no obvious 

solution to this dilemma until two of my patients discovered a 

wonderful meditation class and brought this information to my 

attention. These classes were run by an interesting man known as 

Brahm, a university graduate, motor car racer and much more; a 

man who was now bringing his passion for teaching the life skills 

he learned from his own Zen meditation training to our local area. 

After my previously mixed experiences I was keen to investigate 

for myself. To my slight annoyance, Brahm insisted that, if I was 

to recommend his classes, I must enrol in the whole beginners 

course that he ran, despite my having learned to meditate many 

years before. It turned out to be great wisdom in practice, as is much 
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2  y MEDI TAT ION FOR MOT HER HOOD  y 3

of what Brahm speaks and teaches. The classes were refreshingly 

lively, full of his personal knowledge and experience. He offered 

the participants the opportunity to learn a variety of techniques 

to help them make their own choices about how they would utilise 

meditation and the development of compassion as part of a range 

of life skills. 

My patients often commented to me about the benefit to 

themselves and those around them that resulted from participating 

in Brahm’s classes. New patients still do! 

In his new book, Brahm has created a practical and thoughtful 

guide for those planning pregnancy and actual parents-to-be to 

use right through their pregnancy, a time of great emotional and 

physical change that can be both exciting and challenging. He 

explains the role and value of meditation to enhance harmony 

and wellbeing physically, mentally and spiritually at a time when 

many can be plagued by worries, insecurity and fears around their 

pregnancy and the impending birth. 

This is the book I wish had been available when I was a 

scared, first-time-pregnant 28 year old, terrified of the coming 

birth and feeling generally ill-equipped to deal with the range 

of contradictory emotions forming part of my everyday mental 

state. I can recommend Brahm’s book as a practical resource for 

everyone who is a parent-to-be and wanting to learn meditation 

and mindfulness skills that will be of value immediately and way 

beyond that: after the birth and really, for the rest of their lives.

DR MARGARET GOTTLIEB  

MBBS (Hons), FRACGP, DCH, MPsychMed, FACPsychMed
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2  y MEDI TAT ION FOR MOT HER HOOD  y 3

TO ALL WHO HELPED

Many people play a part in the long, winding journey that is the 

nurturing of a single-cell embryo into a fully functional little human 

nestled in its mother’s arms. I feel similarly about the creation 

and writing of a book. It is never the act of just one person – the 

author. Without the insight and energetic encouragement of many 

dear people who spent precious time advising me and perusing 

the manuscript, as well as the wisdom and experience of medical 

practitioners, scholars and researchers worldwide, this book would 

have remained a dream.

I bow with gratitude to all the mothers-to-be and new mothers 

who so readily and openly shared their experiences, hopes and fears 

with me. I value their help in shaping the direction and contents 

of this book. Your honesty, sincerity and candidness rounded and 

smoothed the sharper edges of the thoughts and opinions I had 

fashioned from my own experiences and observations over the years.

I offer particular thanks to the young mothers who put pen to 

paper to write their own inspirational stories that are scattered 

through the book. It takes courage to share one of the most powerfully 

intimate and personal experiences a woman can have. I am humbled 

by their willingness to benefit others in such a loving, open way.

Very special mention must be made of Liz Seymour, a talented and 

thoughtful designer whose work on the cover and text is a graphic 

delight. My thanks also to Elvessa Marshall who, just a week before 

giving birth, posed so calmly for the posture photographs. 

My deepest appreciation to Katie Stackhouse, my talented editor, 

who drew on her considerable literary and editorial wisdom when 
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4  y MEDI TAT ION FOR MOT HER HOOD  y 5

she correctly needed to harness me, while allowing me freedom of 

expression in such a way that I never felt restricted or inhibited in 

my writing. That is a rare talent … indeed, a shining light to others. 

Rare, too, are the gifts of Pete Grayson, whose technical advice is 

virtually beyond peer. Hannah James is special. With warmth and 

humour, she worked hard to drag the author into the 21st century  

of social media, enabling us to spread the meditation word to a 

bigger world.

Dr Margaret Gottlieb has long been a friend to both the Meditation 

Sanctuary and me. One of the most loved and knowledgeable 

medical and psychology practitioners in Australia, she is not 

only an expert in the latest professional health practices, but has 

embraced meditation as a valuable tool in helping others to renew 

their wellbeing. She cheerfully agreed to write the Foreword to this 

book and the warmth of her words reflects the loving kindness that 

this remarkable woman offers to all. 

I am a lucky man because, once more, during the gestation of 

this particular book, so many friends and students at the Meditation 

Sanctuary stood in the wings shouting encouragement. Again, 

special thanks for the tireless work of Beverley, Giulietta, Helen 

and colleague teachers Troy and Alexandra. It gladdens my heart 

knowing that they are always there with so much dedication and 

support.

Finally, my thanks to Lisa Hanrahan and Paul Dennett of 

Rockpool Publishing. 

Again, and together, we have created a book for others. I bow 

humbly to you all.
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INTRODUCTION

Anna came and sat quietly with me for a while after a meditation 

class. She was just one of many expectant mothers, sometimes joined 

by their partners, who come along each year to practise meditation. 

The story she related to me that night, through a kind of relieved 

smile, was astonishing. 

Anna told me that, over months of practice, she had gradually 

increased the time she meditated every day from a few minutes to an 

hour. After one very peaceful practice session the previous week, she 

noticed that her baby had become very still. All the little kicks, the 

elbowing for room and swimming around just completely ceased. 

She didn’t think much of it at first but, after three days, she became 

worried and made an urgent appointment with her doctor. After a 

thorough examination she was told that she and her baby were just 

fine. Her doctor smiled and said, ‘He’s just meditating, too!’

Several months later, Anna called me to report that everything 

had gone well. She was thrilled and amazed at how calm, quiet 

and happy her new little one seemed to be. It was at that pleasing 

moment that I began to realise that there just may be a correlation 

between a mother’s level of calmness during pregnancy and delivery 

and her baby’s emotional wellbeing. 

Vanessa’s call a year or so later proved just as surprising as 

Anna’s story. Vanessa was a popular Pilates teacher and had 

decided to add meditation to her skills. She, too, increased the time 

she gave to daily practice when she became pregnant and, with her 

yoga background, became quite masterful. She phoned to say how 

thankful she was to have had her meditation mind with her during 
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delivery. It had worked so well that she had actually fallen into 

peaceful little sleeps between contractions. Vanessa also reported 

that her little one was a delightfully calm baby. 

That birth story, for me, was eye-opening. The message was that 

she had experienced little sense of distress or apprehension in giving 

birth – in fact, quite the reverse – directly attributing her calmness 

to meditation.

And so, the glimmer of an idea originated as I began to realise 

that the practice of authentic meditation may go well beyond 

a correlation between a calm mother and, in due course, a calm 

baby. I began to divine that genuine meditation could be a dynamic 

support resource enabling women to enjoy their pregnancy with 

much less anxiety, experience delivery in a far more positive manner 

and have considerably fewer post-natal difficulties. 

I then began to contact other new mothers who had practised 

meditation at the Sanctuary before or during pregnancy and 

motherhood. Of the 30 new mothers I spoke to or from whom 

I received letters (some of which are included in this book), 26 

reported a completely natural childbirth with no medical or 

relieving intervention at all. Of the remaining four women, one 

chose an epidural, one was induced (gaining relief from nitrous 

oxide gas) and two had caesareans (one planned because of 

difficulties with a previous birth and one a last-minute necessity). 

So, of this admittedly tiny sample of new mothers, only about 13 per 

cent had interventions of one kind or another. 

Through further research, I have since come to understand that, 

in the general population, more than 30 per cent of pregnant women 

have caesarean sections either by choice or for clinical reasons (a 74 

per cent increase in the last 20 years). Another third of women have 

had an epidural, and if inductions, painkillers and augmentation 

are included, only 10 per cent of women experience a totally natural 

childbirth. 

(It must be noted that many interventions are the result of a 
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mother’s absolute right – and need – to relief or assistance. Moreover, 

while highly qualified medical practitioners have reviewed the 

meditative techniques and exercises discussed within this book, 

they are not designed to replace medical needs or interventions if or 

when they are required.)

Of course, my survey cannot in any way be regarded as statistically 

meaningful or scientifically correct. But centuries of wisdom confirm 

the beneficial effects of meditation on conception, pregnancy and 

childbirth. Listening to the many stories from meditating mums-

to-be and new mothers confirmed my growing understanding that 

meditation can be of particular benefit to women throughout their 

motherhood journey.

Worldwide professional wisdom is now also gratefully and rapidly 

drawing meditation into the medical mainstream, understanding 

that a woman’s emotional wellbeing, her physical health and stress 

levels can have a dramatic effect on her fertility, pregnancy and 

delivery – as well as on the baby.

Meditation for Motherhood brings together meditation and 

motherhood in a comprehensive, clear and logical manner. It was 

written to help you rediscover your own natural ability for deep 

calmness, to cultivate an awareness of your own needs, to discern 

and embrace your own inner wisdom when confronted with 

difficulties and to develop the patience to listen to yourself as well 

as your baby.

The book provides practical, step-by-step guidance on authentic 

Zen meditation – the most powerful, absolutely natural and deeply 

beneficial practice available to a woman in each of the various 

phases of creating and nurturing new life. It is offered in the 

experienced knowledge that meditation is perfectly natural (small 

children practise it innately) and, as a minimum, can do no harm. 

But, beyond the practice of meditation and acceptance of medical 

wisdom, the caring mothers to whom I spoke also emphasised 

that the qualities of common sense, unquestionable cherishing 
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and inextinguishable love were the main forces that carried them 

through the ‘rough patches’. The meditation guidance in this book 

and certainly any advice and opinions have been specifically 

shaped by the naturalness of these innate mother-qualities. 

I accept and promote the ancient and now prevalent wisdom 

that, above all, baby knows best ‘what is going on’. She is the one 

who, from conception, has built-in expertise on knowing when and 

how to grow, the right time for each sense and organ to develop 

and how to prepare for her birth. Then, all by herself, she makes 

the decision to leave her first home when she is ready to go face 

the big wide world. Upon arrival, of course, she is acutely aware of 

her needs in order to survive and then, in no uncertain terms, lets 

you know. The parents’ task is to learn how to listen to that inbuilt 

wisdom. Meditation is perhaps the best ‘learning to listen’ practice 

available.

I wish you well on your journey with meditation and hope that 

your practise of it will enhance your ever-wondrous, ever-expanding 

experience of motherhood – for the rest of your life. 
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Meditation for Motherhood is divided into two parts for ready reference 

at all stages of your motherhood journey.

Part One introduces Zen meditation and underlines the proven 

benefits of practising. It is also your textbook. This segment provides in-

depth, step-by-step guidance in all the relevant meditative exercises 

and practices that will be of benefit to you during the different stages 

of conception, pregnancy, delivery and early motherhood. 

For this part, I have selected for you all the classic, original and 

wonderful practices of Zen meditation that can be of very specific 

benefit on your motherhood journey. They all simply involve 

relearning how to become calm, poised, deeply focused, peaceful of 

being, awake and wiser in all the situations you may face. 

You will practise the ancient art of permanently de-stressing by 

learning how to let go tension, right breathing, damping down the 

mind babble, deeply focusing on ‘just this’ and then dwelling within 

quietness. Above all, you will practise and acquire the ability to 

take it with you (the practice of mindfulness) as a complete support 

resource on your journey. 

Part Two discusses how to actually apply your meditation so it is 

of real value to you throughout the various stages of motherhood. 

It looks briefly at the medical and scientific evidence of the negative 

role played by plain old stress and the proven benefits of using 

meditation to ‘de-stress’. In this context, it discusses the use of health 

and meditation practices for couples making the effort to become 

pregnant, for women who may be having difficulties in becoming 

pregnant or who may be undergoing IVF treatment. 
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The most important chapters then look at applying your medi-

tation in the three trimesters of pregnancy along with the changes 

both you and your baby experience as she grows and then of course, 

during that great event, delivery. Finally there are some words of 

wisdom from experts on some of the issues that mothers may face 

with bonding, post-natal depression, feeding, sleeping and soothing.

Meditation is deeply pleasurable, but it does require some dedi-

cated time and effort every single day. Soon though, you will find 

that the time expended is a small and enjoyable price for the benefits 

that ripple through the rest of your life – and your baby’s. 

To make Meditation for Motherhood a genuinely helpful reference 

book, I recommend that you read it completely through once 

before commencing any exercises. This will give you a much 

greater understanding of the breadth of benefits available through 

meditation and will help you to plan your daily practice regimen. 

Having read the book through, return to Part Two and bookmark 

the week of your pregnancy (for example, mark Weeks 7–8).  

Read through the commentary on those weeks again and note 

which exercises the Meditation Guidance Panel recommends you 

should now be doing. Find and bookmark those exercises in Part 

One and do them as recommended. It then becomes easy to follow. 

Just move your bookmarks forward every couple of weeks as your 

pregnancy progresses, practising the relevant exercises as you go 

along. 

It is important that you practise the exercises in the order I 

suggest for the very simple reason that each is dependent upon you 

becoming adept with the previous one. Please don’t be tempted to 

think, ‘Oh, this exercise is too easy. I shall just skip it and move on.’ 

All the exercises have purpose and meaning and have been created 

and practised over centuries … because they work! 

As there are many exercises and skills for you to practise over 

the coming months of your pregnancy, I suggest that you keep a 

record of your progress – the date, the exercise you are working on 
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and the time that you are spending on each one. This is an efficient 

way of keeping track of your progress and practice and shows you 

where to resume each day. You can also record your mantras and 

any visualisations you find helpful. This can become a lovely record 

of your pregnancy.

Start meditation at any time of your pregnancy

Some mums-in-the-making will have found this book either before 

endeavouring to conceive or early in their pregnancy and they will 

therefore be able to maximise the potential benefits of meditation. 

However, others may have begun reading it later in their journey 

towards motherhood, some perhaps even in the weeks just before 

birth. Not to worry. Even if you become familiar with just the basic 

elements of meditation and you practise those each day, meditation 

will be of value to you throughout your pregnancy and delivery. No 

matter when you begin your practice, it will be of benefit to your 

wellbeing now and for the rest of your life. 

If you are further into your pregnancy, I suggest you add at 

least 10 minutes to all recommended times, but don’t overdo your 

practice to ‘catch up’. Practise every day, focusing on the really core, 

unable-to-do-without elements of meditation first, such as:

y a tension-free body, right and dynamic breathing, quieting the 

mind techniques

y letting go the techniques, open-eye meditation 

y visualisation, mindfulness.

Partners on the journey too

Importantly, this book is not only for mums-to-be and new mothers. 

The entire journey can be pleasurably enhanced if the father of 

the baby understands what his partner is actually doing when 
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she meditates and why she has chosen to practise. Joining her in 

practising can help him appreciate what she is doing, be more 

perceptive of both the mother’s and the baby’s needs and, of course, 

experience some rather exceptional benefits for himself. 

Gender use in the book

As about half of my readers will have a girl and the rest will have a 

boy, I am faced with an interesting problem – how to refer to your 

baby without using the very impersonal ‘it’ or even ‘they’ (especially 

as bringing a new life into the world is just about the most beautifully 

personal experience that parents are likely to share). Swapping from 

‘he’ to ‘she’ in every chapter, however, can sometimes seem to be a 

feverish effort to be inclusive. So, apropos of no reason at all (and as 

you may have already noticed), I have settled on the female gender 

throughout when talking about a new life.

As the significant majority of partners of pregnant women are 

men, I have used the male gender when referring to a partner. I am 

also aware that there are child-blessed, same-sex couples, one of 

whom may be the birth-mother and the other, the support partner. 

If that is you, understand that I encompass all of you equally when 

I use the word partner. I am equally aware that some mums-to-be 

don’t have a formal partner but are supported by a friend who 

I refer to as a birth-friend. For me, partner and birth-friend are big 

words that cover all the good people who support our mums-to-be 

and new mums with love and care. 

So, time now to set out on your meditation journey. Just know 

that if you really dare to take meditation into the lives of you and 

your baby, it can only have a radiant effect on you both. As I always 

say to my students: hasten slowly, travel well.
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‘I have learned that to be a mother is to give for the 
sole pleasure of giving. You are slowly making me a 
mother and I love you for it and I will always love you.’ 

– BarBara Martino, writing a letter to her BaBy in the woMB, Paris 2010*

* Barbara is the woman (along with her husband Manu Bacon, and baby) featured 
throughout her pregnancy and delivery in the brilliant Odyssey of Life series by VEA. 
(See Recommended reading and viewing, page 242)
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PRELUDE

Throughout the book are several ‘little stories of encouragement’ 

from women who practised meditation during their maternity and 

who have kindly shared their experiences. I have decided to use this 

particular story, written by one of my dear students, Vanessa, as the 

Prelude for Meditation for Mothers. I have placed it right here because 

I think that the intimately personal, caring and wisdom-way she 

shares the details of her meditation and motherhood journey in 

her own words possibly does more to encourage and enlighten 

mums-in-trying, mums-to-be and new mothers than the rest of the 

entire book. Let Vanessa’s story be a light shining the way for you  

on your journey.

Vanessa’s story
A meditative journey into motherhood

I sought out meditation in my early 30s after years of thinking that 

my chronic anxiety and inability to slow down was simply part of my 

personality – something to be endured by my family and me. I had 

experienced many physical manifestations of my rattling, uncontrollable 

mind and all of the stress that comes along with it – heart palpitations, 

fully fledged anxiety attacks, fear and paralysis when speaking to a room 

full of people (unfortunately a part of my job) and even a peptic ulcer at 

the ripe old age of 15. 

By my 30s, I was engaged to a man I knew I loved very much. I was 

nonetheless suffering from mild depression and a disengagement from 
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life. I truly believed that other people were happier, more successful and 

more fortunate than me. I thought this was an irrefutable fact and that 

it would always be this way. I would simply endure life and my future 

husband’s role was to endure me! Despite having wonderful friends, I 

also worried that they would eventually see inside to the real, sad ‘me’ 

and abandon me in preference for shinier, happier people.

Finding Brahm and the Meditation Sanctuary seven years ago was 

life changing. I started in winter and no matter how cold or wet the 

night, or how strong my desire to sleep on the couch after a long day at 

work, I would look forward to entering that simple space. It was nothing 

fancy – a simple meditation hall – but it was always lovingly prepared 

by Brahm’s helpers, who adorned the space with candles, home-grown 

flowers and incense.

There are two activities we did as beginners with Brahm at that time 

that really stuck in my mind and gave me the insight to how powerful 

the mind can be. The activities showed me how I could start to learn to 

manage my destructive, depressive and self-loathing thoughts.

As part of the first exercise, Brahm asked us to spend 10 minutes 

writing down all the thoughts that flitted through our minds. They could 

be about the sound of the rain outside the door, the smell of the candles 

in the room, thoughts about the other meditators sitting around us, our 

day at work, some unforgiven act from our childhood – anything. I am a 

relatively verbose person who loves to write so my page was quickly filled!

Next we were asked to go through the list putting a single line under 

any thought that related to the past, a double line under any thought 

about the future and a circle around thoughts relating to the present. 

Invariably, Brahm explained, examining our writing leads to a sorry 

conclusion. As poor, stressed-out humans we spend more than 90 per 

cent of our precious time mulling over past events. This is useless as 

we can’t change them! Or we fret about what is to come, which is also 

useless as we can’t control it! So little of our attention is spent in the 

present – the only time that we can exercise full power and perfect 

perception and the only space in which change is possible. 
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Looking down at my list, my result was even more extreme – 

fragments of my burned-out mind were stuck somewhere in events 

from five, 10 or even 20 years ago. I realised what a mental and physical 

burden this was, and I felt love and compassion towards myself for 

having carried this burden almost unwittingly for so long. This was 

probably my first self-loving thought in a decade, and I wondered what 

wonderful things I could achieve if I could free up my mind even just a 

little, and how much better life would feel if I could engage more fully in 

the present.

The second exercise was about the mind–body connection and the 

power of focus. We were asked to meditate for just five short minutes 

to still our minds. I found it relatively easy to sink into the silence of the 

space of the Meditation Sanctuary and follow my own breathing, feel 

my ribs expand and retract and will the chaos from my mind. Suddenly, 

Brahm called my name, ‘Vanessa!’ I opened my eyes. He was looking 

directly at me and in the same moment a tennis ball came flying through 

the air towards me. With no time to think, my left hand lifted from my 

lap and I caught the ball. 

None of this may sound remarkable, but I had the distinct feeling of 

my body operating of its own accord. There was no internal rattle in my 

head: ‘Why did he yell? Why does he have a ball? Why is he throwing it 

at me?’ I didn’t have time to think. My hand just knew to lift up. I will 

never forget how well I caught the ball. I am right-handed and not good 

at ball sports but had caught it with my left hand with the precision of a 

baseball player almost before I was aware of what I was doing. By using 

such a simple example, Brahm showed me, and indeed all the other 

students, how powerful and intuitive a being I really was – how we 

really are – if we are focused. He called that experience ‘satori’: perfect 

awakeness or mindfulness.

Shortly after starting my meditation, I fell pregnant. I remember the 

warm hug from Brahm and the genuine joy he felt for me. My belly grew 

and grew and I never stopped meditating – on the floor in the normal 

cross-legged position for as long as I could and then leaning against 
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a chair towards the end of the pregnancy. I had opted for a natural 

birth, if my body and baby would allow it, and was signed up at the 

Camperdown Natural Birth Centre in Sydney. 

I loved the idea of birthing in water and this was my goal. I knew 

I would need incredible focus and resilience and I was so grateful for 

everything I had learned in meditation in the previous months – how to 

control my breathing, how to still my mind, how to go inside and use 

positive visualisation. My midwives told me that I would need to be able 

to relax into the birth, to open my body and let the baby travel through 

me into the world. Of course, there were moments of apprehension but, 

rather than feeling scared, it felt like a sacred duty to be performed and 

I felt blessed to be given this opportunity.

I often thought about the tennis ball experience and reminded myself 

that the calmer and clearer my mind, the more effectively and intuitively 

my body would work during labour. So I created an internal place for 

myself that I would visit in my meditations. Despite it being extremely 

personal, let me share it with you. 

It was a place of incredible peace and beauty, a place only my 

baby and I inhabited. It was a subterranean cave with a shaft of light 

coming down like a column hitting the opal-coloured water of a small, 

underground spring. In this space, I would be seated on a rock by the 

water. I saw myself pregnant and would speak to my unborn baby. I 

would tell her all the things we were going to do together in the birth – 

I would open and then push, and she should not be scared and would 

descend. Sometimes I pictured myself in the water – under the water – 

holding out my arms and seeing my baby swim into my arms.

I meditated on this incredible image over and over again, almost 

daily. When the time came to give birth, I found myself in the bath as 

planned. I had a long labour and the sensation of the contractions was 

entirely new. I was in the bath for approximately three hours, in the 

dark, with my aunt (a midwife) and my husband. We were silent – I just 

needed to know that they were there. For the first half of the labour I was 

mentally in my cave. That familiar image was so reassuring and it kept 
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me in a state of calm and peace – so calm and peaceful, in fact, that I 

actually fell asleep between contractions several times.

My husband and aunt still recall how incredibly quiet I was. Then, 

when the contractions built and came faster, suddenly I added a new 

mental image on which to focus. I saw myself climbing a mountain with 

my unborn baby cheering me on. My aunt remembers seeing me, eyes 

closed, ‘stepping’ my feet during each contraction. Again, I did all of 

this silently. 

Of course, all births come to a more active stage. When Saskia 

crowned, I suddenly felt the urge to get out of the bath and re-enter the 

present. She arrived into the world not much later.

Meditation helped me go into a completely unknown situation with 

solid ground under my feet. I knew I was strong, focused and that I 

would have the mental and physical stamina to bring a baby safely into 

the world. My daughter is now almost six years old and I know our bond 

today has more than just a little to do with the long time I spent with her 

in our ‘cave’, making a loving commitment to each other before she was 

even born.
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ZEN MEDITATION: 
PREPARING AND 

PRACTICES 
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CHAPTER ONE

Introducing Zen meditation

There are many misconceptions and myths about meditation. I was 

extremely blessed in my life to have met, studied and practised with 

two great masters who were eminently perceptive and wise. Both 

of them, an Indian yogi and a Japanese Zen monk, were able to set 

aside the oft-associated religious and dogmatic nonsense and pass 

on the truth that Zen meditation is ultimately about the very way 

you live your life. 

In a fuller sense we can also say that meditation is a journey or a 

path of reawakening, revitalising and renewing our true self. This is 

the original, lovely self that tends to get swamped by the drudgery 

of leading a ‘normal’ life without an inner calmness or sense of joy 

or wonderment. 

Practising Zen meditation also enables us to reach back into 

our natural kindness, compassion and love until we actually 

become those natural qualities … and just simply live them. The 

Zen masters suggest that the ‘end point’ of meditation (some call 

it ‘enlightenment’) is simply turning back to your immediate dear 
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ones and wider community but filled with loving kindness for all, 

the whole time … because you can’t help it.

To the person grinding out a daily living or doubled over with 

morning sickness, however, that lovely-sounding journey can 

seem like an irrelevant ideal that is reserved for a spiritual few 

tucked away in a monastery or blissed-out on a misty mountain 

somewhere. That’s why I tell my students to forget just about 

everything they may have heard about meditation. Instead, I tell 

them that meditation is the gentle, simple, utterly natural practice 

of getting back or renewing all the profound and perceptive skills 

that we had in abundance as a child. 

You will understand what I mean more fully when you hold your 

tiny one in your arms. She will be born with pure, nature-given, 

meditative qualities that we adults have usually long forgotten or 

covered over. You will see, as she begins to adapt to her outside 

world, that she has a pure capacity for focused calmness, curiosity, 

playfulness and an instinctive ability to express joy at simple things. 

She will have a deep awareness of each moment of her life, totally 

present in her existence … a meditative being in the truest sense.  

I often say that ‘all little children are like Zen monks … they are 

our teachers’. We just have to watch, listen and learn.

The encouraging truth is that our original capacity for delighting 

in our existence moment by moment is still there, deep within 

like a beautiful, peaceful garden, just waiting to be visited again. 

Meditation is a powerful way of enabling us to reach back into that 

garden – into experiencing life with the same freedom, naturalness 

and attentive wakefulness of a small child. Meditation won’t take 

away all the problems or inconveniences that continue to crop up, 

but if we dare to practise it until it is our natural way of living again, 

we can rediscover all those beautiful qualities.

Of course, along the extraordinary motherhood path, the impor-

tant thing to you (and what this book is essentially about) is that 

meditation also offers practical, very real, positive benefits every  
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step of the way, from conception, through pregnancy, birth and 

bonding. Before we work on applying meditation to genuinely 

enhance each of these aspects of becoming a mother (and after 

you’ve read the book through), we need now to get into preparing 

for it and then the gentle art of practising it. 

If you dare to take meditation into your life, you will find it is 

like ‘getting your whole life back,’ as one student said. Little by 

little, it will seem like the sun shining in your kitchen window on 

a winter’s morning. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Preparing for meditation

Meditation is the greatest gift you can give yourself.

– sogyal rinPoche

Your first priority is to set up a meditation space of your own at 

home. Find a quiet place indoors where you can retreat without 

interruption and place some soft, flat cushions on a yoga mat or 

similar on the floor. If possible, choose somewhere they can be left 

in place so that the area becomes a little haven for quiet time each 

day. Later, you may find wonderful peace meditating in your garden 

or at a park. 

If it makes you feel more at home, particularly in the early 

stages, adorn your meditation sanctuary with special or treasured 

pieces. Arranging flowers and polished river stones can make your 

sanctuary comfortingly personal. Sweet aromas are therapeutically 

calming. You may choose to light a stick of incense or, if you have 

breathing problems, try a little bowl of scented oil. 
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You might also like to have some meditation music that creates 

a gentle mood. There are many beautiful CDs of monks chanting, 

the sound of waves on the shore, the whispering of a Japanese 

shakuhachi flute or even the sweet sound of Tibetan bowls being 

played that can create an ideal background of white noise. Very 

soon, your special place will feel quite welcoming as you associate it 

with increasingly pleasant experiences.

There is no special outfit or uniform needed for meditation. 

Whatever loose clothes that feel comfortable as baby grows are just 

fine. In winter, don’t wear layers of jumpers and coats but wrap yourself 

warmly in a shawl or robe. Beanies are good for head warmth. 

Getting the most out of your meditation

It is best that you are not overtired when you practise because, if you 

are, you will almost certainly fall asleep. If you do, that’s fine. Your 

body is just telling you that you need more rest and meditation is 

probably the very best, non-drug cure for insomnia available. Over 

time, however, you should actually find that practising meditation 

gives you more energy. 

Avoid stimulants such as coffee or strong tea before practising 

or even altogether. They will make your mind excited and your 

body tense – the enemies of quietness. Similarly, physical exercise 

is a stimulant that can give you a feel-good high (which is why it 

is recommended for people suffering anxiety and depression). It is 

best then to leave your body work until after meditation.

Whether you eat before practising depends on the length of your 

meditation. For a longer meditation, you should not be starving 

because you will be distracted by hunger. It is best not to have a 

large meal just before meditating either, as that draws down the 

energy supply for digestion, which can make you tired. I suggest 

a light meal only or a piece of fruit (banana is good) or a slice of 

wholegrain toast. 
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Prescription medication

I am often asked if prescription drugs such as antidepressants or 

blood-pressure medication will affect meditation. I recommend 

that you never suddenly stop medication that has been prescribed 

wisely by a trusted medical practitioner. Some drugs taken for  

depression and anxiety will slightly dull the experience of 

meditation, but they won’t nullify its value. I advise people to work 

sensibly with their doctors to reduce their prescription drug intake 

progressively, particularly antidepressants, as meditation begins 

to replace the work done by the drugs. In this way, countless 

people have become naturally drug-free over time on their way to 

renewed wellbeing.

Finding time to meditate 

Finding time to meditate is an oft-raised issue. You will need to 

create time to practise because, very simply, without practice, there 

are no benefits. Mostly, it’s just a matter of simple discipline – saving 

time by wasting less time or rising a little earlier. A suggestion from 

my Zen master was the simple principle of ‘wake up, get up’. It can 

be difficult at first, but you soon welcome the extra time spent doing 

something wonderfully positive. 

You can meditate any time, day or night. Many people prefer 

the early morning because it sets the tone for the rest of their day. 

I have always preferred the early morning, starting before dawn 

and enjoying the sunrise, the most deeply peaceful time of the day. 

Others prefer to come down from another busy day by practising 

in the evening. This can be beneficial too, particularly if you are 

having trouble sleeping. Just try different times of the day until you 

feel you have it right. 

In the Meditation Guidance Panels in Part Two, I suggest the 

length of time you might allocate for each session. You will find that 

the time suggested gradually increases up to about an hour a day 
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as you near the time of delivery. This longer time may be broken up 

into two half-hour spells or even three 20-minute sessions. It is your 

practice, however, so you can allocate as much or as little time as 

you wish – as long as you do it!

Daily practice essential

It is of little value dabbling your toe in the meditative practice pond 

to see if it works for you or to see if you like it. You need to develop a 

discipline to give true and daily attention to your practice. I repeat 

endlessly to my students, ‘no practice, no benefits’. However, when 

you develop ‘just sitting’ as a habit, the gradually developing benefits 

will encourage you to make practising a most valued part of your 

daily life.

Difficulties with practice – time for self-kindness

Practising meditation is not always a smooth path. At some points 

along the journey you are certain to become diverted by mental 

ruts or lost in everyday activities. When we find the journey hard 

going, our conditioned tendency is to allow feelings of failure to 

arise. But the moments of falling off the path are natural and 

normal. The absolute key to dealing with troubles on the journey 

is not to chastise yourself. Know that everyone has slipped back in 

their practice at some time. 

If you find your daily practice becoming difficult or a chore, 

simply go back to an easier exercise. Even go back to the beginning. 

Rebuild your confidence and enthusiasm by practising it again 

until you feel you have mastered it once more and then gently 

move on. One student experiencing difficulties told me that, ‘for 

a while it wasn’t working, but I celebrated my just sitting down 

and trying every, single day – and then one day it was beautiful 

again.’
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Apprehension about starting

Having feelings of doubt at the beginning of anything new is 

totally natural. If you feel a little apprehensive, be reassured that 

all students who genuinely practise soon find that meditation is the 

gentlest of ways to let go all the woes, worries and disquiet, all the 

natural barriers to calmness and inner peacefulness. 

One student said to me, ‘I am happily stuck with this for the rest 

of my life!’ How beautiful. Be encouraged. Create some time and 

get going on this amazing journey. It can only be of benefit to the 

wellbeing of you and your baby.

Understanding the concept of ‘letting go’

Meditation is ultimately the practice of letting go so that we can 

uncover our beautiful naturalness once more. Throughout your 

practice, understanding the concept of letting go is intrinsic to 

what I call the Three Essences (which will be discussed further in 

chapters 4 to 6).

Briefly, however, I am not going to teach you how to relax. We 

are going to practise letting go tension (the First Essence). I am 

not going to teach you fancy yogic breathing techniques. We will 

practise letting go our bad habits of breathing so that we can breathe 

naturally and freely (the Second Essence) as we all could as a baby. 

Finally, we are not going to learn how to quieten our mind. We will 

practise letting go the babble of our thoughts (the Third Essence). 

Letting go expectation before you start

Many students come to the Meditation Sanctuary full of wide-eyed 

expectation. Some mothers-in-waiting come along with a bubbling 

undercurrent of excitement, perhaps believing that learning 

meditation will lead to a trouble-free run to the finish line – holding 

the perfect babe in their arms. It may well do, but any results 
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through the practice of meditation can only happen (or naturally 

come back to us) if we totally let go the expectation of a result. 

Starting off with high expectations only creates a barrier to the 

effectiveness of your practice.

My dear Japanese master, Suni Kaisan, used to say, ‘I am not 

interested in results. I am interested in your effort. Out of your effort, 

the results will come.’ Total wisdom. Simply sink into the calming 

pleasure of practising just for the sake of practising so the lovely 

skills that you reacquire will become the end in themselves, not the 

means to an end.

The great yogic secret is to have patience. Give undivided 

attention to each single step with no thought of the next. Practising 

without expectation makes each moment an experience of calmness 

and, perhaps, even joy.
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CHAPTER THREE

Comfortable postures 
for your practice

There is no perfectly correct way to lie down, sit or position your 

hands for meditation. There are, however, a number of classic Zen 

meditation postures that are used because centuries of practice 

have shown them to be balanced and comfortable, even in longer 

practices. You may well find your own variations to the postures in 

this book. That is just fine as long as you never strain or tense any 

part of your body in order to maintain a particular position.

Moving when uncomfortable

Until you are practised in your preferred postures, you may find that 

your back occasionally hurts or your legs become stiff, sore or tingly. 

Various other areas of your body may also complain simply because 

they are not familiar with their new task. This is quite normal in the 

earlier days of your meditation.

There are some teachers of meditation who instruct students who 
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experience pain or discomfort to simply suffer through it because, 

they say, it gives you a point of focus during practice. Ignore them 

totally, whether pregnant or not. 

The truth is, pain is your body-friend. It is designed to let you 

know that something is amiss and it wants you to do something 

to alleviate the physical stress it is suffering. Do not ignore your 

body – listen to it carefully. I tell all students that if they need to 

move because of pain or discomfort, then they should move. But 

the yogic secret is when you need to move, do so, but very, very 

slowly and gracefully, like a ballet dancer so you ‘don’t spill the 

calm’. 

For example, if you have pain in your back, perhaps twist a little 

to one side and then the other – but slowly. Hold any new position 

for a little while before moving again and you will almost certainly 

get relief. If your legs start protesting, either open the posture a 

little (by moving both legs a little further in front of you), or stretch 

one or both legs straight out ever so slowly while keeping your mind 

on your practice. If pain continues after you have moved, change 

the posture altogether and start again (see alternatives below). 

Above all, do not suffer pain or distress. Just move.

There will be times in your pregnant life when the last thing 

you want to do is get on the floor and meditate – especially with 

morning sickness. Be reassured, however, that all exercises can be 

done while lying down – in bed if necessary – and that keeping up 

your meditative practice can be hugely beneficial.

Ideal lying down, sitting and hand positions

The lying-down posture (savasana)
We lie down in the earlier exercises, as this is the easiest of the 

genuine yoga postures and perfect for easing into your practice. The 

right way to lie down is the first posture of hatha (physical) yoga – 

called savasana. 
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to use one of the sitting postures below, many of which you can do 

quite comfortably until late in your term. 

Sitting posture – the Zen variation (sukhasana)
The Zen variation of the sitting posture is a softer version of the 

2

classic, yoga lotus posture and is 

the most common sitting posture 

used by Zen masters (see Photo 

2). Called sukhasana, this is the 

simplest, most comfortable and 

balanced sitting posture. 

To adopt this posture, cross 

your legs in a loose way so that 

one doesn’t place pressure on 

the other. Experiment a little to 

find the best position. The back 

is neither rigid nor bent forward, 

but just comfortably and slightly 

In Photo 1, you can see that the 

student is on her back with no part 

of her body touching any other part. 

Her arms are slightly away from 

her body and her ankles are a little 

apart. Her head is straight with eyes 

closed and, most importantly, the 

palms of her hands are face down 

(this is a natural posture). Place a 

cushion or two under your head if it 

makes you more comfortable.

If you are more than two or three 

months pregnant when you start 

meditating, you may find it better 

1
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arched, and never rigidly straight (too much tension). The key to this 

balanced posture is the position of your head. Again, experiment 

until you find the balance point for your head so that holding it in 

position requires minimal tension in your neck muscles. 

If you began your meditation practice early in your pregnancy 

and all is well, there is virtually no reason why you can’t use this 

posture throughout your pregnancy.

Wall posture
If any posture becomes too hard to hold, try sitting against a wall. 

The first wall posture is simply sitting against a wall with your legs 

straight out ahead of you with cushions placed between the wall 

and your back as well as underneath you. Many find this posture 

perfect for later pregnancy (see Photo 3). 

If you are uncomfortable, you can raise your tail higher off the 

ground with two or three thicker cushions. Your legs are still gently 

crossed but your knees point down a little more towards the floor 

(see Photo 4).

43
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Alternatives to sitting on the floor
You may find it difficult to adopt any sitting posture on the floor, 

particularly when you have a large ‘baby bump’. Therefore, sitting 

on a chair is perfectly fine for all the exercises in this book. Choose 

a chair that, while you are sitting on a cushion, enables your feet to 

be flat on the floor with your thighs horizontal to them. If the chair 

is a little too high, place cushions under your feet so that your legs 

are in a comfortable position. 

Alternatively, you can sit on a lounge chair and place your arms 

along its armrests (if it has them) and your feet flat on the floor. 

Lying on your side in later pregnancy

Hand postures

5

Lying on your side is another perfect posture for alleviating 

discomfort that may come with a big belly later in your pregnancy 

(see Photo 5). You may, of course, change the precise details of the 

posture on a daily basis according to your needs, but you can do all 

the exercises and meditate perfectly well while lying on your side. 

Again, place a cushion or two under your head and others 

between your thighs and knees. You can rest the lower arm, palm 

down, along the mat and the other downwards along the top 

of your body. Both arms are then in a position that retains no  

tension at all.
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Hand postures 
The way we rest our hands while meditating is very important. 

The hand postures are called mudras and there are many of them. 

As pure meditation places extreme emphasis on tension freedom, 

however, we only use two of the classic postures that require no 

tension in hands or arms as others do. 

The first is one I call the butterfly mudra (see Photo 6). With palms 

facing up, one hand is cupped restfully on the other as if you are 

holding a delicate butterfly. Then the hands are just rested in your lap. 

For the other position, the hands-cupped posture (see Photo 7), 

you simply rest the palms of your hands cupped on your knees. 

You will find these mudras natural and comfortable, which is why 

Zen masters have used them for centuries.

6

7
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Meditating if you are unwell

As you probably know, there can be periods of time in your 

pregnant life in which you are not going to be feeling like climbing 

Mount Everest. Morning sickness with nasty nausea is a reasonably 

common experience for a little while.

Understandably, quite often the last thing an unwell mum-to-

be wants to do is get onto the floor and meditate. In the event of 

your being unwell, however, keeping up meditative practice can be 

hugely beneficial (we’ll talk more later about letting go tension and 

right breathing). Just remember that all exercises can be done while 

lying down – in bed if necessary. 

The journey ahead

We are about to commence our journey by practising some natural 

core skills that I call the Three Essences: letting go tension, ‘right’ 

or natural breathing, and quieting the mind. These practices teach 

us to become still of being and are necessary to help us create a 

lovely serene space within which we can dwell in tranquil silence 

and calm peacefulness. That dwelling is meditation.

I call the Three Essences the ‘ancient arts’ because they have been 

taught by yogis and Zen masters from much earlier times. They are 

skills that you actually already know because you practised them 

naturally from birth and as a young child. But, sadly, these natural 

gifts tend to get smothered by the busyness and worries of trying to 

survive in contemporary society. 

So, the key activity in your practice will be spending time on the 

Three Essences to rebuild these indispensable skills. The wonderful 

aspect of practising the Essences is that we don’t have to practise for 

years to begin attaining benefits. From the first moment of the very 

first exercise, the benefits have already begun.
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